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We introduce a new method to identify phase boundaries in physical systems. It is based on training a
predictive model such as a neural network to infer a physical system’s parameters from its state. The deviation of
the inferred parameters from the underlying correct parameters will be most susceptible and diverge maximally
in the vicinity of phase boundaries. Therefore, peaks in the divergence of the model’s predictions are used as
indication of phase transitions. Our method is applicable for phase diagrams of arbitrary parameter dimension
and without prior information about the phases. Application to both the two-dimensional Ising model and the
dissipative Kuramoto-Hopf model show promising results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in machine learning demonstrating
the surprising predictive power of deep neural networks [1–
3] have led to great renewed interest in the field and its
potential to revolutionize both industry and academic disci-
plines. Breakthrough achievements responsible for this opti-
mism include unprecedented accuracy in image classification
[4], super-human skills at strategy games like go and chess
[5], or even creation of art [6].
This technology is being transferred to physics and has been
applied e.g. in high-energy physics to interpret of experimen-
tal data at the LHC [7] and in astronomy to recover features
in images of galaxies [8]. In particular, in quantum and statis-
tical mechanics, there has been great interest to integrate ma-
chine learning with quantum technology [9, 10], with success-
ful design and control of experiments [11–13], optimization of
numerical algorithms [14, 15] and efficient representation of
physical systems with Boltzmann machines [16, 17].
Feed-forward neural networks have been proven highly ef-
ficient in labeling different phases of matter [18], even with-
out knowing the correct labels beforehand [19], manifesting a
kind of unsupervised learning for the discovery of phase tran-
sitions [20]. Further interesting techniques for this purpose
include methods building on features of other predictive mod-
els such as support vector machines [21] or on unsupervised
clustering algorithms [20, 22–24], e.g. principal component
analysis (PCA), t-SNE or k-means clustering.
The schemes presented in Refs. [19, 25] predict phase tran-
sitions by retraining a neural network on a system with tenta-
tive phase labels many times, to accept the particular partition
where the network achieves highest labeling accuracy as the
prediction for the correct separation of phases. Refs. [26, 27]
generalize this approach to two-dimensional phase diagrams,
where this procedure becomes more costly. Ref. [28] can find
phase boundaries between two different phases, circumvent-
ing the cost of network retraining, by leveraging adversarial
domain adaption [29] to make use of prior knowledge of cor-
rect phase labels in some well-understood area of phase space.
Here, we introduce a new method that can naturally pre-
dict arbitrary-dimensional phase diagrams without any prior
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knowledge of phase labels. It is economical in computational
resources, as it only requires one training procedure, where
any suitable predictive model is taught to infer from the state
of a physical system its system parameters. The deviation of
the inferred parameters from the underlying correct param-
eters can then be used to predict phase transitions: As the
model’s predictions will tend to be most susceptible to the
change of system parameters in the vicinity of phase bound-
aries, this is where the divergence of predictions will peak
and thereby indicate phase transitions. As the method does
not require any prior knowledge of the labels or even num-
ber of different phases, our algorithm constitutes an unsuper-
vised learning scheme, while employing a supervised subrou-
tine learning the labeled system parameters.
We will demonstrate the method on two test cases. Firstly,
to start with a well-understood system, we apply it to the Ising
model on a two-dimensional lattice, with the potential varia-
tion of anisotropic coupling in horizontal and vertical direc-
tion. As the second test case we choose to study an example
showing a dissipative non-equilibrium phase transition. As
these are generally harder to describe theoretically, it is es-
pecially important to develop new methods for a better un-
derstanding. In particular, we consider the Kuramoto-Hopf
model, an effective model that was recently established [30]
to describe the effective dynamics of weakly coupled nonlin-
ear self-oscillators on a two-dimensional lattice, as may be
experimentally implemented with optomechanical systems.
The structure of this article is as follows: In the subsequent
section, we introduce our divergence-based learning scheme
for uncovering phase transitions and explain its mechanism in
theory. We will then review the two physical systems used as
test cases and apply the scheme to them. Finally we discuss
the potential and limitations of the method and give an outlook
for potential future developments.
II. RATIONALE FOR THE LEARNING SCHEME
Our method requires to uniformly sample instances of the
state S of a physical system as a function of continuous system
parameters p0. For example, S (p0) could be a spin configura-
tion of the Ising model sampled as a function of temperature
and coupling strengths as the parameters.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the divergence-based model to find phase
transitions. (a) Parameters p( j)0 are uniformly drawn from parameter
space to calculate corresponding samples S ( j). A predictive model
is trained to recognize the parameters for a given sample, such that
the deviation δp( j) of the resulting prediction p( j)pred from the real p
( j)
0
is minimized on average. If the model can distinguish parameters
between different phases better than within a phase, crossing the bor-
der between different phases results in diverging predictions δp(p0),
which provides a signature of a phase transition. Panel (b) illustrates
this phenomenon by showing the vector field δp(p0) in the presence
of two phases (blue and red) for the limit of zero resolution within
a phase, where all predictions within a phase will be placed at its
center of mass. The analytical argument leading to Eq. (3) for the
opposite limiting case of high resolution is illustrated in panel (c),
where the black bars correspond to the range of possible estimates
of the order parameter at a given point, and the colored bars indicate
the overlap to the neighboring bars. In this limit, the prediction will
deviate towards the direction of higher overlap.
follows: A predictive model m : S → ppred, for example a
neural network, is trained to produce predictions ppred of the
system parameters that minimize the expectation value of the
loss function
L = 〈(δp)2〉, (1)
where δp = ppred − p0 denotes the difference between the
predictions and the correct labels [31].







will then generally have local maxima at the parameter val-
ues, where the system state is most susceptible to a change
of system parameters. This susceptibility suggests that the
system undergoes a phase transition at those parameters. We
note that, as div(p0) is constant, we could equivalently use the
maxima of div(ppred) = div(δp) + div(p0).
The working of this scheme can be intuitively understood
by the following considerations. The best strategy to min-
imize the mean squared errors within a patch of parameter
space that looks indistinguishable to the predictive model, is
to place the prediction at the center of mass of that patch.
Even if such a patch can be resolved by the model to some
extent, there will still be a bias at the edges of the patch to-
wards the center, as long as the model’s precision and confi-
dence are not absolute. Therefore, two neighboring patches
that are very well distinguishable from each other will lead to
diverging predictions in the vicinity of the border separating
these patches and therefore the maximum of the divergence
described above. This argument is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for
the limiting case of low resolution, where the predictive model
is incapable of resolving the parameters within a phase, but is
able to discriminate between states of different phases.
In the opposite limit of a predictive model with extremely
high resolution, we quantify the expected value of δp after
making a few idealized assumptions. While this quantification
helps to better understand our scheme, one should also keep
in mind that it describes a particular idealized situation.
We assume that the phase transitions of the considered sys-
tem can be described with an order parameter y(p), which in
the following will be a real number for simplicity. We further
assume that the predictive model essentially estimates this or-
der parameter y(p) to reconstruct the physical system’s param-
eters, i.e. make the prediction ppred. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c),
let us consider three neighboring points x1, x2 and x3 on an
equidistant grid in one parameter dimension. As the sampling
in parameter space is uniform, the probability W of each of
these points is the same, i.e. W(p0 = x1) = W(p0 = x2) =
W(p0 = x3). If the resolution of the model is on the order of
the distance between these points, we neglect the probabilities
of the model to err by more than one point on the given grid
so that
∑3
n=1 W(ppred = xn|p0 = x2) = 1 for the probability
conditioned on p0 = x2.
The probabilistic sampling of the finite dimensional phys-
ical system gives rise to randomness, furthermore the pre-
dictive model will typically have random errors. Therefore,
the estimation yE(S ) of the order parameter as inferred by the
model for different samples at a parameter p0 will generally
vary probabilistically around the expectation value 〈y(p0)〉.
For a simplified description, we will assume the deviation
yE − 〈y(p0)〉 to be symmetric around zero with lower proba-
bility density for higher deviations and to follow independent
identical distributions at all points [32].
Under these conditions the predictive model will bias its
predictions in the direction where the order parameter varies
less
W(ppred = x1|p0 = x2) > W(ppred = x3|p0 = x2)
⇔ |y(x1) − y(x2)| < |y(x3) − y(x2)|. (3)
Obviously, this leads to diverging δp at a first-order phase
transition, where y jumps discontinuously. Taking into ac-
count a finite system size or considering second-order phase
transitions, the direction of δp will depend on the sign of the
second derivative of y, which will generally change when go-
ing from one phase to another. Depending on the particular
transition, this sign can also change a second time, leading to
another peak in the divergence. Therefore further peaks in di-
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(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="I3qzNHs 0O153gIiFHHCMQ4HedNo=">AAACu3ichVLLSsNAFD2Nr7ZWrWs3wSK4K okbXQo+EEGoYB9QiyTpNIamSZhMK7X4A279Ov0WF56MqaBFOmFy75x77 7mPGTcJg1RZ1nvBWFldW98olsqblfLW9k610krjsfRE04vDWHZcJxVhE ImmClQoOokUzsgNRdsdnmX29kTINIijOzVNRG/k+FEwCDxHEWo8VGtW3 dLLXFTsXKkhX3H1A/foI4aHMUYQiKCoh3CQ8uvChoWEWA8zYpJaoO0CL ygzdkwvQQ+H6JB/n6dujkY8Z5ypjvaYJeSWjDRxwH2pGV16Z1kF9ZTyk /tZY/6/GWaaOatwSumSsaQZb4grPNJjWeQo95zXsjwy60phgBPdTcD6E o1kfXo/POe0SGJDbTFxoT19crj6POEEIsomK8imPGcwdcd9SkdLoVmin NEhn6TMps96eMv23ztdVFpHdduq27cWitjDPg55mcc4xRUaTO8xySvej GsjMZ6+X4NRyJ/FLn4tY/oFhOiMYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3LOagy zYeykWdQUlTpJUUwkShA=">AAACwXichVLLTsJAFD3UFyAqunXTSExwQ 1o3ujTxETcajPJIkJi2DNjQV9qBBAmf4Fa/Tb/FhadjMVFinGZ675x77 7mPGTvy3EQaxltOW1peWV3LF4rrpY3NrfJ2qZmEo9gRDSf0wrhtW4nw3 EA0pCs90Y5iYfm2J1r28DS1t8YiTtwwuJOTSHR9axC4fdexJKHbqn3wU K4YNUMtfVExM6WCbNXD8jvu0UMIByP4EAggqXuwkPDrwISBiFgXU2IxN VfZBWYoMnZEL0EPi+iQ/wFPnQwNeE45ExXtMIvHHTNSxz73hWK06Z1mF dQTyg/uJ4UN/swwVcxphRNKm4wFxXhFXOKRHv9F+pnnvJb/I9OuJPo4V t24rC9SSNqn881zRktMbKgsOs6V54ActjqPOYGAssEK0inPGXTVcY/SU lIoliBjtMgXU6bTZz28ZvP3pS4qzcOaadTMGwN57GIPVV7mEU5wiTrTO yzqGS941a41qU2/HoSWy17GDn4sbfYJsWqOIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3LOagy zYeykWdQUlTpJUUwkShA=">AAACwXichVLLTsJAFD3UFyAqunXTSExwQ 1o3ujTxETcajPJIkJi2DNjQV9qBBAmf4Fa/Tb/FhadjMVFinGZ675x77 7mPGTvy3EQaxltOW1peWV3LF4rrpY3NrfJ2qZmEo9gRDSf0wrhtW4nw3 EA0pCs90Y5iYfm2J1r28DS1t8YiTtwwuJOTSHR9axC4fdexJKHbqn3wU K4YNUMtfVExM6WCbNXD8jvu0UMIByP4EAggqXuwkPDrwISBiFgXU2IxN VfZBWYoMnZEL0EPi+iQ/wFPnQwNeE45ExXtMIvHHTNSxz73hWK06Z1mF dQTyg/uJ4UN/swwVcxphRNKm4wFxXhFXOKRHv9F+pnnvJb/I9OuJPo4V t24rC9SSNqn881zRktMbKgsOs6V54ActjqPOYGAssEK0inPGXTVcY/SU lIoliBjtMgXU6bTZz28ZvP3pS4qzcOaadTMGwN57GIPVV7mEU5wiTrTO yzqGS941a41qU2/HoSWy17GDn4sbfYJsWqOIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmwVCJ2 QOOSE5nUZk3s1PPyU9No=">AAACzHichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEzwQ loveiS+4kWDUR4JErNbFtzQV9qFBAlXb171t+lv8eDXtZgoMWyzndlvv vl2ZoeHroyVZb1njIXFpeWVbC6/ura+sVnY2q7HwSByRM0J3CBqchYLV /qipqRyRTOMBPO4Kxq8f5rEG0MRxTLw79QoFG2P9XzZlQ5TgG5L/OChU LTKll7mrGOnTpHSVQ0KH3RPHQrIoQF5JMgnBd8lRjG+FtlkUQisTWNgE Typ44ImlEfuACwBBgPax7+HUytFfZwTzVhnO7jFxY6QadI+9oVW5GAnt wr4Mewn9pPGev/eMNbKSYUjWA7FnFa8Aq7oEYx5mV7KnNYyPzPpSlGXj nU3EvWFGkn6dH50zhCJgPV1xKRzzexBg+vzEC/gw9ZQQfLKUwVTd9yBZ doKreKnigx6EWzy+qgHY7b/DnXWqR+Wbats31jFykk68Czt0h6VMNUjq tAlVVGHg+pe6JXejGtDGWNj8k01MmnODv1axvMX5YWPVA==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="jpo2IRW tisrhnfJK18sAnd4VpBw=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkWol 5KIoMfiCy9KRfuAWiSbbuvSvEi2hVp69eZVf5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3TDZma/+ ebbmR0WeSKRlvWWMebmFxaXsrn88srq2nphY7OehIPY5TU39MK4yZyEe yLgNSmkx5tRzB2febzB+icq3hjyOBFhcCtHEW/7Ti8QXeE6EtBNie3dF 4pW2dLLnHbs1ClSuqph4Z3uqEMhuTQgnzgFJOF75FCCr0U2WRQBa9MYW AxP6DinCeWROwCLg+EA7ePfw6mVogHOSjPR2S5u8bBjZJq0i32uFRnY6 lYOP4H9wH7UWO/fG8ZaWVU4gmVQzGnFS+CSHsCYlemnzO9aZmeqriR16 Uh3I1BfpBHVp/ujc4pIDKyvIyadaWYPGkyfh3iBALaGCtQrfyuYuuMOr KMt1ypBquhAL4ZVr496MGb771Cnnfp+2bbK9vVBsXKcDjxL27RDJUz1k Cp0QVXU4aK6Z3qhV+PKkMbYmHxRjUyas0W/lvH0CebFj1g=</latexit >
(c)
<latexit  sha1_base64=" F6+jLPUw3xyHz4 54hGi963d1UWQ= ">AAACzHichVFL S8NAEJ7GV1tfVY 9egkWol5KIoMfi Cy9KRfuAWiRJt3 VpXmy2hVp69eZV f5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3 TDZma/+ebbmR03 9nkiLestY8zNLy wuZXP55ZXVtfXC xmY9iQbCYzUv8i PRdJ2E+TxkNcml z5qxYE7g+qzh9k 9UvDFkIuFReCtH MWsHTi/kXe45Et BNydu7LxStsqWX Oe3YqVOkdFWjwj vdUYci8mhAATEK ScL3yaEEX4tssi gG1qYxMAGP6zij CeWROwCLgeEA7e Pfw6mVoiHOSjPR 2R5u8bEFMk3axT 7Xii7Y6lYGP4H9 wH7UWO/fG8ZaWV U4gnWhmNOKl8Al PYAxKzNImd+1zM 5UXUnq0pHuhqO+ WCOqT+9H5xQRAa yvIyadaWYPGq4+ D/ECIWwNFahX/l YwdccdWEdbplXC VNGBnoBVr496MG b771Cnnfp+2bbK 9vVBsXKcDjxL27 RDJUz1kCp0QVXU 4aG6Z3qhV+PKkM bYmHxRjUyas0W/ lvH0Ceksj1k=</ latexit><latexit  sha1_base64=" F6+jLPUw3xyHz4 54hGi963d1UWQ= ">AAACzHichVFL S8NAEJ7GV1tfVY 9egkWol5KIoMfi Cy9KRfuAWiRJt3 VpXmy2hVp69eZV f5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3 TDZma/+ebbmR03 9nkiLestY8zNLy wuZXP55ZXVtfXC xmY9iQbCYzUv8i PRdJ2E+TxkNcml z5qxYE7g+qzh9k 9UvDFkIuFReCtH MWsHTi/kXe45Et BNydu7LxStsqWX Oe3YqVOkdFWjwj vdUYci8mhAATEK ScL3yaEEX4tssi gG1qYxMAGP6zij CeWROwCLgeEA7e Pfw6mVoiHOSjPR 2R5u8bEFMk3axT 7Xii7Y6lYGP4H9 wH7UWO/fG8ZaWV U4gnWhmNOKl8Al PYAxKzNImd+1zM 5UXUnq0pHuhqO+ WCOqT+9H5xQRAa yvIyadaWYPGq4+ D/ECIWwNFahX/l YwdccdWEdbplXC VNGBnoBVr496MG b771Cnnfp+2bbK 9vVBsXKcDjxL27 RDJUz1kCp0QVXU 4aG6Z3qhV+PKkM bYmHxRjUyas0W/ lvH0Ceksj1k=</ latexit><latexit  sha1_base64=" F6+jLPUw3xyHz4 54hGi963d1UWQ= ">AAACzHichVFL S8NAEJ7GV1tfVY 9egkWol5KIoMfi Cy9KRfuAWiRJt3 VpXmy2hVp69eZV f5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3 TDZma/+ebbmR03 9nkiLestY8zNLy wuZXP55ZXVtfXC xmY9iQbCYzUv8i PRdJ2E+TxkNcml z5qxYE7g+qzh9k 9UvDFkIuFReCtH MWsHTi/kXe45Et BNydu7LxStsqWX Oe3YqVOkdFWjwj vdUYci8mhAATEK ScL3yaEEX4tssi gG1qYxMAGP6zij CeWROwCLgeEA7e Pfw6mVoiHOSjPR 2R5u8bEFMk3axT 7Xii7Y6lYGP4H9 wH7UWO/fG8ZaWV U4gnWhmNOKl8Al PYAxKzNImd+1zM 5UXUnq0pHuhqO+ WCOqT+9H5xQRAa yvIyadaWYPGq4+ D/ECIWwNFahX/l YwdccdWEdbplXC VNGBnoBVr496MG b771Cnnfp+2bbK 9vVBsXKcDjxL27 RDJUz1kCp0QVXU 4aG6Z3qhV+PKkM bYmHxRjUyas0W/ lvH0Ceksj1k=</ latexit><latexit  sha1_base64=" F6+jLPUw3xyHz4 54hGi963d1UWQ= ">AAACzHichVFL S8NAEJ7GV1tfVY 9egkWol5KIoMfi Cy9KRfuAWiRJt3 VpXmy2hVp69eZV f5v+Fg9+u0ZBi3 TDZma/+ebbmR03 9nkiLestY8zNLy wuZXP55ZXVtfXC xmY9iQbCYzUv8i PRdJ2E+TxkNcml z5qxYE7g+qzh9k 9UvDFkIuFReCtH MWsHTi/kXe45Et BNydu7LxStsqWX Oe3YqVOkdFWjwj vdUYci8mhAATEK ScL3yaEEX4tssi gG1qYxMAGP6zij CeWROwCLgeEA7e Pfw6mVoiHOSjPR 2R5u8bEFMk3axT 7Xii7Y6lYGP4H9 wH7UWO/fG8ZaWV U4gnWhmNOKl8Al PYAxKzNImd+1zM 5UXUnq0pHuhqO+ WCOqT+9H5xQRAa yvIyadaWYPGq4+ D/ECIWwNFahX/l YwdccdWEdbplXC VNGBnoBVr496MG b771Cnnfp+2bbK 9vVBsXKcDjxL27 RDJUz1kCp0QVXU 4aG6Z3qhV+PKkM bYmHxRjUyas0W/ lvH0Ceksj1k=</ latexit>
Figure 2. (a) Ising model on a two-dimensional lattice with coupling
Jx in horizontal direction (red) and coupling Jy in vertical direction
(blue). For large enough coupling strength as compared to the tem-
perature, the system will enter an ordered phase, whose spin config-
uration depends on the sign of couplings. The four different ordered
phases are displayed with Jx > 0 on the right, Jx < 0 on the left,
Jy > 0 on top, and Jy < 0 at the bottom, cf. Eq. (5). (b) Kuramoto-
Hopf model with nearest neighbor (green) and next-to-nearest neigh-
bor (blue) couplings of the i-th oscillator (red) on a two dimensional
array. While V1 and C couple only nearest neighbors, the parameter
V2 includes coupling to the next-to-nearest neighbors. (c) The pat-
terns (I) and (II) are samples of stationary phases for different values
of V2 on a 128×128 array with random initial conditions for constant
C = 1 and V1 = 5, cf. Eq. (6). Panel (I) shows the spiral structures
for the case V2/C = 0.1. For V2/C ≈ 4 several stable pi-defects
emerge in panel (II).
vergence can be expected and each peak is indicator, but not a
proof of a phase transition.
These arguments show the potential of our method in ideal-
ized limiting cases of high and low precision. To evaluate how
this translates to a non-ideal setting and thereby test the per-
formance of our scheme, we apply it to two physical systems,
which are introduced in the next section.
III. TEST CASES
A. The Ising model
As a basic test case to demonstrate our method, we apply
it to the well-understood Ising model [33]. Perhaps its most
popular version is the case of ferromagnetically coupled spins
on a two-dimensional lattice without bias fields and isotropic
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where the σ jk describe spin configurations that can take on
the values σ jk = ±1 and J > 0 denotes the coupling energy
between neighboring spins. For temperatures above the criti-
cal value, the magnetization M =
∑
j,k σ jk/N2 vanishes in the
thermodynamic limit N → ∞. At Tc the system undergoes
a phase transition, with a net magnetization building up, that
reaches |M| = 1 at T = 0.
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, (5)
allowing for different coupling strength Jx and Jy in horizon-
tal and vertical direction, as well as negative values for the
coupling. In this anti-ferromagnetic case, it is energetically
better to anti-align neighboring spins. The threshold for the
absolute value of the coupling strength above which the or-
dered phase emerges, now depends on both Jx and Jy and was
derived analytically [34] to be Jy/T = − log(tanh(Jx/T ))/2
for Jx, Jy > 0, where we set the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.
The other three sectors, where the sign of at least one of the
couplings is negative, behave analogously with adjusted order
parameter M =
∑
j,k σ jksign(Jx)sign(Jy)/N2, measuring anti-
alignment instead of alignment of spins, where appropriate.
The different couplings and the corresponding ideal configu-
rations at T = 0 are illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
Numerically, we generate samples of the Ising model on a
512×512 lattice using the Metropolis algorithm [35]: The lat-
tice is initialized in a random configuration and then updated





, where ∆E is the energy dif-
ference resulting from the considered flip. To ensure that the
system is sufficiently thermalized we sweep the complete lat-
tice 105 times, where each point is updated once per sweep.
B. The Kuramoto-Hopf model
To try our method on a new, relatively unexplored system,
we choose the Kuramoto-Hopf model [30] which describes
the dynamics of weakly-coupled limit-cycle oscillators on a
square lattice. It could be experimentally implemented e.g.
with optomechanical self-oscillators, for which it was first
derived [36]. In the situation of weak coupling and linear
nearest-neighbor interactions, the Hopf equations for limit cy-
cle oscillators with amplitude-dependent frequency give rise
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4for the phases ϕi of the oscillators. Equation (6) describes
both nearest-neighbor couplings ∝ C,V1 and a more complex
type of coupling including both nearest-neighbor and next-
to-nearest couplings ∝ V2. The structure of the coupling is
illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where the indices appearing in Eq. (6)
are colored according to their roles.
The interplay of the different terms leads to rich phase pat-
terns. For example, at fixed V2 = 0, increasing the ratio V1/C
interpolates from the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi model [37] to the
Kuramoto model [38, 39] at V1  C. In the present article,
we focus on varying the next-to-nearest neighbor coupling pa-
rameter V2/C at constant V1/C = 5. Thereby, we interpolate
between a phase that has a well-defined continuum limit at
V2 = 0, and a phase where the next-nearest-neighbor terms
become important. There, pi-defect configurations, where the
phase of a single oscillator within the lattice is opposite to its
direct neighbors become stable [30]. Examples of the phase
patterns in the different phases are shown in Fig. 2(c).
Samples of the Kuramoto-Hopf model are obtained by
propagating Eq. (6) until time t = 500/C with random initial
states on a 128 × 128 grid using the DifferentialEquations.jl
package of julia [40, 41] with the CVode Backward Differen-
tiation Formula (BDF). Within the Newton iteration for this
implicit method, we use GMRES as the linear solver [42].
IV. LEARNING SCHEME APPLIED TO THE SYSTEMS
While our method does not require a particular predictive
model, in this work we use neural networks. Their basic ar-
chitecture is of the form m = ΠLn=1KnAn for an L-layer net-
work, with linear functions An and nonlinear functions Kn of
the features. As the couplings of both considered models act
only locally, cf. Fig. 2, the resulting samples have a local
structure just like ordinary images. Therefore we use convo-
lutional neural networks, where the first few An perform con-
volutions, and the later layers have all-to-all connectivity. The
Kn are rectifiers, i.e. Kn applied to a vector v changes the jth
entry according to v j → max(0, v j+b jn), where b is a bias term
learned by the model to fit the data. For this fit, we use back-
propagation with the Adam optimizer [43] to train the model
in a series of epochs, where the network sees each training
image once per epoch. The learning rate of the optimizer is
halved every five epochs. Our particular network consists of
three convolutional layers followed by three fully-connected
layers, with rectifiers activation functions in the hidden lay-
ers.
The samples for each data point are split in two sets of equal
size: a training set for training the network and a test set, on
which it is evaluated and the predictions are calculated. To
obtain error bars, we repeated this process on several data sets.
The average are collected in Fig. 3: To give an overview of the
learning procedure, panel (a) shows the loss function L from
Eq. (1) for both Ising models and the Hopf-Kuramoto model
as a function of passed epochs.
Panel (b) shows the network’s output after two epochs for
the isotropic Ising model from Eq. (4). Samples as a function
of J/T are obtained on a linearly spaced grid of 80 points on
(a)
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Figure 3. Panel (a) is a plot of the loss function L from Eq. (1)
as a function of the number of training epochs for both Ising and
Kuramoto-Hopf model. The resulting deviation of the predictions
(blue) and their divergence (red) from (2) for the coupling constant J
of the isotropic Ising model are plotted in panel (b) after one learning
epoch and panel (c) after 60 epochs. The dashed black line indicates
the analytical value J/T = 0.44 of the phase transition. The error
bars are obtained by splitting a total of 442 samples per point into
7 sets. For the anisotropic Ising model, panel (d) shows the scaled
deviations δJ (white arrows) after the first training epoch, and the
resulting divergence as a function of Jx and Jy. The dashed yellow
lines again indicate the Onsager result of the phase transition. Here,
a total of 100 samples per point were split into 10 sets. Panels (e) and
(f) show the network’s predictions (black), the resulting deviation of
the predictions (blue) and their divergence (red) from (2) for the cou-
pling constant V2/C of the Kuramoto-Hopf model after five learning
epochs and after 60 epochs, respectively. For this case we used 66
samples per point that were split into 3 sets. For all models, each set
was trained 50 times from scratch for further averaging.
5the interval [0, 2], where each point was sampled 440 times.
A clear peak of the divergence (Eq. (2)) emerges close to the
analytically expected value for the Ising phase transition at
J/T ≈ 0.44. A closer inspection of the predictions Jpred(J)
suggest that at this epoch, the network’s behavior is well de-
scribed by the situation explained in Fig. 1(b), i.e. the network
essentially recognizes whether the sample is in the ferromag-
netic or in the paramagnetic phase, but cannot resolve well
within the phases. Panel (c) shows the predictions after the
final training epoch, where the network has learned to resolve
the parameters even within a phase in the region J < Tc. The
higher resolution strongly decreases the size of the peak, but
the maximum is still in the vicinity of the phase transition, as
we would expect from the arguments illustrated by Fig. 1(c).
Furthermore, a second peak arises at around J = T , which is
approximately where the magnetization (shown in the same
plot) starts to saturate. After saturation the states again be-
come indistinguishable to the model.
Panel (d) shows the output of the network after two training
epochs for the Ising model from Eq. (5) with independent cou-
plings (Jx, Jy) sampled on a 40 × 40 grid with each parameter
ranging from −1.5 to +1.5. The divergence peak is in good
agreement with the Onsager result given below Eq. (5), which
is represented by the yellow lines. The arrows show scaled de-
viations δ ~J to indicate their direction. The predictions them-
selves are again clustered at the center of the different phases,
similar to the situation expected from Fig. 1(b).
For the Kuramoto-Hopf model, we sampled a line in the
phase diagram at V1/C = 5 and V2/C logarithmically vary-
ing between V2/C = 0.1 and V2/C = 10. We discretized the
line by 100 grid points and we computed 70 independent sam-
ples per grid point. The pi-defects mentioned earlier become
stable at around V2/C ≈ 1 [30] manifesting a phase transition.
Panels (e) and (f) show the output of the network after, respec-
tively, 5 and 60 training epochs. At 5 epochs, there is a clear
peak centered at approximately V2/C ≈ 2, after 60 epochs it
becomes broader and starts at slightly lower values. While the
phase transition is captured, the exact value of the transition
is less precise than in case of the Ising model. Inspecting the
samples around V2/C & 1, we find that only a few of them
actually show defects due to the finite size of the lattice.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
For both of the systems tested, the learning scheme showed
promising results and found the respective phase transitions
without any prior knowledge. During the training procedure,
as the resolution of the neural network increases, more and
more structure in the phase diagram emerges. It is impor-
tant to avoid over-fitting to the training data, as this may lead
to spurious structures emerging in δp related to the features
of the particular training data. Obviously over-fitting can be
avoided by obtaining more training data, but also by data aug-
mentation, where suitable random transformations are applied
each time a sample is revisited. In our case, we made use of
the symmetries of the systems and applied a series of flips, ro-
tations by multiples of 90 degrees, as well as random transla-
tions along both the x and y axis with periodic boundary con-
ditions. Finally, the training should be stopped early enough,
as inferred from comparing the difference between validation
loss and training loss.
To achieve a higher resolution of the phase boundaries, it is
helpful to have more training data. In practice the amount of
data is limited by the availability of computational resources
to generate them. Assuming therefore a fixed total number of
samples, the number of samples per grid point scales as 1/∆M
with distance ∆ between adjacent grid points of sampled sys-
tem parameters on a M-dimensional grid. As the divergence
is numerically obtained via a difference quotient with ∆ in the
denominator, the divergence’s confidence interval scales in to-
tal as 1/∆M/2+1. Furthermore, the divergence scales with the
magnitude of δp, so that a higher resolution of the predictive
model reduces the signal. As the noise may not decrease ac-
cordingly and may even be dominated by issues such as the
inherent stochasticity of the training procedure, a higher reso-
lution for ppred does not necessarily lead to a better resolution
of the phase transition.
These considerations should be kept in mind when the
method introduced here will be applied to different sys-
tems. Several possibilities arise for further development of
the method in the future. For example, to address the trade-off
in resolution of ppred and the actual phase transition, one could
add a term to the loss function which diverges at ppred = 0 in
order to prevent the predictive model from decreasing ppred
too much. In the limit where the network’s resolution is al-
ready very high, it may be advantageous to view the differ-
ent grid points of the physical parameters as categories to be
learned rather than parameters to be continuously estimated.
The optimal configuration with respect to these changes may
differ between different systems. It is also worth exploring
other functions (besides the divergence) to quantify how the
deviations δ~p point in different directions near phase bound-
aries. Finally, one could train a neural network to infer the
system parameters of samples, but ignore the output layer, and
rather use the last hidden layers as a representation of the data.
This representation can then be used as an input for clustering
algorithms.
As our scheme is easy to use and allows for the assignment
of phase labels without any prior knowledge, it can be used as
a starting points for other methods that do require some ini-
tial knowledge of the phase diagram’s structure, such as [28].
Furthermore, once the phase labels are determined, algorithms
that visually interpret the decision making of neural networks
[44] can be used to try and retrieve the relevant features dis-
tinguishing the different phases.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have introduced the divergence-based
learning scheme of phase transition and provided a theoret-
ical description of the method as a guide to its application,
which was successfully demonstrated on both an equilibrium
system, the Ising model, and a non-equilibrium system, the
Kuramoto-Hopf-model. As our method can be built upon any
6predictive model and only requires the calculation of the di-
vergence, it is simple to use and implement with existing ma-
chine learning libraries. Because that predictive model needs
to be trained only once on the training set, the method is eco-
nomical in computational resources. It is applicable in the
generic situation where no prior information of the phases is
known and for phase diagrams of arbitrary parameter dimen-
sion. Due to these properties, we hope it will become a useful
part of physicists’ toolbox to discover novel phase transitions.
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